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The Heart of the Matter - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Heart_of_the_Matter
The Heart of the Matter  (1948) is a novel by English author Graham Greene. The book
details a life-changing moral crisis for Henry Scobie. Greene, a British ...
Plot summary · Characters · Main themes · Critical response · Editions · Film

The Heart of the Matter: (Penguin Classics …
www.amazon.com › Books › Literature & Fiction

“Wilson sat on the balcony of the Bedford Hotel with his bald pink knees thrust
against the ironwork..." Graham Greene's masterpiece, The Heart of the
Matter…

Rating: 4.6/5 · 112 reviews · By Graham Greene · Paperback

The Heart of the Matter: Graham Greene: …
www.amazon.com › Books › Literature & Fiction

The Heart of the Matter  [Graham Greene] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. In this widely acclaimed modern classic, Graham Greene
…

Rating: 4.6/5 · 112 reviews · Graham Greene · Hardcover

Heart of the Matter book by Graham Greene …
www.boomerangbooks.com.au/Heart-of-the-Matter/Graham-Greene/book...
Buy Heart of the Matter  book by Graham Greene (9788087888483) from Boomerang
Books.

The Heart of The Matter Graham Greene | eBay
www.ebay.com/bhp/the-heart-of-the-matter-graham-greene
$12.75 · In stock
Keywords:Greene, Graham, Hardcover, Printed Books. Archives Books, Inc.,
established in 1989 in Edmond, Oklahoma, is a pioneer of online book selling.

The Heart of the Matter Quotes by Graham Greene
www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/3266950
28 quotes from The Heart of the Matter : ‘Of two hearts one is always warm and one is
always cold: the cold heart is more precious than diamonds: the warm...

The Heart of the Matter by Graham Greene — Reviews ...
www.goodreads.com/book/show/3692

Rating: 4/5 · 599 reviews · By Graham Greene · Hardcover
I know exactly why I love Graham Greene novels; and this, The Heart of the Matter , is
a shining example of Greene at his best. It is vintage Greene, containing all ...

The Heart of the Matter - Barnes & Noble - Books ...
www.barnesandnoble.com/w/heart-of-the-matter-graham-greene/...
Graham Greene (1904-1991) was a prolific novelist, short story writer, and travel writer.
Among his many novels are The Quiet American, The Third Man, and The ...

Rating: 4.5/5 · 11 reviews · 11 ratings · By Graham Greene · Paperback

“The Heart of the Matter:” A Defense | Chalk on a ...
chalkonagreenboard.wordpress.com/.../the-heart-of-the-matter-a-defense
Feb 02, 2014 · In my twentieth century literature class we were asked to read Graham
Greene’s classic The Heart of the Matter  as part of an exploration into ‘modern ...

The Heart of the Matter - Graham Greene - Book Clubs ...
www.us.penguingroup.com/static/rguides/us/heart_of_the_matter.html
INTRODUCTION. Set in a small British colonial outpost in Sierra Leone during World War
II, The Heart of the Matter  occupies and comments on the ambitious subjects of ...
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